OBJECTIVE-Cluster analysis was performed on the results of self-monitoring of blood glucose (SMBG) to discriminate islet graft function after islet cell transplantation (ICT) in patients with type 1 diabetes.
I
ntensive glycemic control in patients with type 1 diabetes can reduce the risk of microvascular complications (1) , but those with brittle type 1 diabetes have difficulty with glycemic control (2) . b-Cell replacement therapies, including whole pancreas transplantation and islet cell transplantation (ICT), improve glycemic control without exogenous insulin (3) . Although ICT is a promising treatment and a minimally invasive procedure, one of the major difficulties is maintaining long-term graft function and insulin independence as a result of the loss of transplanted islets by inflammatory reactions, allogeneic rejection, autoimmune recurrence, and senescence (3) . Therefore, one of the greatest concerns in ICT is to clarify clinical features of islet graft dysfunction.
On the other hand, self-monitoring of blood glucose (SMBG) is still widely used for glycemic control. The raw data of SMBG in themselves are helpful for diabetologists in determining exogenous insulin amounts for intensive therapy, whereas clinical indexes of SMBG, such as the M value and the mean amplitude of glycemic excursion (MAGE), can serve as landmarks for the quality of glycemic management (4) . Recently, newly developed SMBG assessment methods have been proposed and their usefulness has been demonstrated; the average daily risk range (ADRR) is associated with both low and high blood glucose excursions (5) , and the glycemic risk assessment diabetes equation (GRADE) considers the risk of diabetes complications (6) . However, information on the interpretation of SMBG assessments in ICT, which is accompanied with a dramatic change in glycemic control, is limited.
Cluster analyses are frequently used in the field of genomics or proteomics together with heatmapping (7) to handle and interpret large amounts of data by classifying them on the basis of their similarity. The heatmap is also helpful in recognizing patterns in the data. Therefore, we hypothesized that these analytic methods would also be useful for the evaluation of SMBG in ICT. The aim of this study was to perform a cluster analysis of SMBG for assessing islet graft function in ICT, which would contribute to the clinical management of patients who receive b-cell replacement therapies. 
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS

Patients
Islet preparation and transplantation
All pancreata were procured from braindead donors, and pancreatic islets were isolated by the modified Ricordi method (9) . Total islet yield averaged 13,998 6 1,676 islet equivalent (IE)/kg. Immediately after the islet isolation, prepared islets were transplanted into the portal vein by percutaneous transhepatic cannulation. The first seven patients received an Edmonton-like immunosuppressive regimen (8) , and the later four patients received immunosuppressive induction with antithymocyte globulin and maintenance with tacrolimus and mycophenolate mofetil (10) .
SMBG assessments
For measurement of SMBG, an automatic, wireless blood glucose monitoring and transmittal system (GlucoMON-ADMS; Diabetech, Dallas, TX) was used with the OneTouch Ultra glucose meter (LifeScan, Milpitas, CA). SMBG measurements for 3 consecutive days immediately before each clinic visit were included; data with inadequate frequency of monitoring (,3 readings per day) were excluded. Percentage in target range, percentage below target range, percentage above target range, mean glucose levels, SD of glucose levels, percent coefficient of variation, and differences between maximum and minimum glucose levels were calculated. M value, MAGE, J index, index of glycemic control, lability index, ADRR, and GRADE were calculated according to definitions (4) (5) (6) 11, 12 ). The ideal blood glucose level for the M value was set at 100 mg/dL (5.5 mmol/L). Settings to calculate the index of glycemic control were 80 mg/dL for the lower limit of target range, 2.0 for parameter b, 30 for parameter d, 140 mg/dL for the upper limit of target range, 1.1 for parameter a, and 30 for parameter c (4). The lability index was calculated as an accumulation for 3 days of daily glycemic lability, as defined in the original article (12) .
Evaluation of graft function and glycemic control
During monthly clinic visits after ICTs, patients' fasting blood samples were collected and used to measure glucose level, plasma C-peptide, and HbA 1c . Samples within 1 month of ICT were excluded from this study, since intensive insulin therapy was provided during this period based on our protocol irrespective of islet function. After 1 month, exogenous insulin therapy was discontinued or resumed to maintain favorable glycemic control, with the goal of a fasting blood glucose ,7 mmol/L or HbA 1c ,6.5%. Four graft indexes for ICT were calculated: the secretory unit of islet transplant objects index, i.e., fasting C-peptide (ng/mL) 3 1,500/(fasting blood glucose [mg/dL] 2 63) (13); the b-score (14); the C-(peptide-to-glucose ratio), i.e., C-peptide (ng/mL) 3 100/blood glucose (mg/dL) (15) ; and the corrected homeostasis model assessment (16) .
Statistical analysis
Data analyses were performed using R 2.9.0 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria) and PASW Statistics 18 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). All SMBG assessments were rescaled to range from 0 to 1 (17) . The cluster analysis with complete linkage methods was used to discover the pattern similarities of SMBG assessments (18) . The optimal number of clusters and their stabilities were determined with 1,000 bootstrap resamplings (19) . The average of elements in every cluster was calculated and used as a representative value of each cluster in further analysis. Hierarchical clustering for all time points including all patients was also used with a single linkage method (nearest neighbor), where the dendrogram was coupled with the heatmap (20) . Similar to the b-score (14), graft function was classified into three categories: nonfunction, nondetectable level of fasting C-peptide; partial function, ,0.3 mmol/L of detectable fasting C-peptide; and full function, .0.3 mmol/L of detectable fasting C-peptide. To determine the contribution of the SMBG clusters to islet graft function, backward stepwise multivariate logistic regression analysis was used. In the analysis, the outcome variable was defined as functional (detectable fasting C-peptide levels) or nonfunctional (undetectable fasting C-peptide levels). The variables on individual patients and time after the first transplantation were also included in the logistic model. Using the final logistic model, the probability of graft function could be expressed (21) . To determine the discrimination of the probability of graft function, receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis was performed and the area under the curve (AUC) on ROC analysis was evaluated.
We also compared the SMBG clusters with the islet graft indexes of the secretory unit of islet transplant objects index, C-peptide-to-glucose ratio, b-score, and corrected homeostasis model assessment using the Spearman correlation coefficient. In addition, the SMBG clusters were compared with the frequency of SMBG measurements per day. A twosided P value of , 0.05 was considered statistically significant. Values were expressed as mean 6 SE.
RESULTS
Patient characteristics and clinical results
The 11 patients (9 women and 2 men) had an average age of 43.8 6 3.3 years; body weight, 67.0 6 3.6 kg; BMI, 24.3 6 1.1 kg/m 2 ; duration of diabetes, 33.4 6 2.6 years; daily insulin use/body weight, 0.48 6 0.03 unit/kg; fasting C-peptide, 0.0 6 0.0 ng/dL; and HbA 1c , 7.9 6 0.3%. The follow-up period was 23.6 6 4.1 months from first ICT, including a total of 270 clinical visits. Eight patients achieved insulin independence after ICT; their average total islet yield/body weight was 15,696 IE/kg. Four patients received one dose of islets, five patients received two, and two patients received three. Four patients remain insulin independent at the time of this analysis. A total of 4,861 SMBG measurements were included in this study.
Hierarchical cluster analysis SMBG assessment elements were classified into five clusters with 100% stability under 1,000 resamplings. The five clusters were named euglycemia cluster, hypoglycemia cluster, semihyperglycemia cluster, hyperglycemia cluster, and glucose fluctuation cluster, based on the elements in each cluster (Fig. 1) . Hierarchical cluster analysis with the single linkage method was also used across all time points including all patients. The dendrogram for samples was coupled with the heatmaps of graft function, the SMBG assessment elements, and the SMBG clusters (Fig. 2) . The phase of full graft function was observed in the upper rows and nonfunction in the bottom rows.
Multivariate logistic analysis for islet graft function
The final multiple logistic regression model included the euglycemia (P , 0.001) and hypoglycemia (P = 0.001) clusters as significant variables. Conversely, patient variables and the time period after transplantation were not independent variables in the model. The probability of graft function was obtained using the final logistic model and shown as a heatmap in the clinical courses of all patients as well as SMBG assessment elements and SMBG clusters (Supplementary Fig. 1 ). The AUC of ROC curve of this probability model displayed excellent discrimination for graft function (AUC = 0.927, P , 0.001, Fig. 3 ). More than 0.85 of the probability had 90.6, 85.3, 98.1, and 43.5% specificity, sensitivity, positive care.diabetesjournals.org DIABETES CARE, VOLUME 34, AUGUST 2011 1801 predictive value, and negative predictive value, respectively, for a functional islet graft.
Correlation of SMGB clusters with islet graft indexes and frequency of SMBG measurements SMBG clusters were compared with islet graft assessments as well as frequency of SMBG measurements per day by Spearman correlation coefficients. All clusters significantly correlated with islet graft indexes (P , 0.001), whereas no significant coefficients were found between the SMBG clusters and the frequency of SMBG measurements (Table 1) .
CONCLUSIONS-This report demonstrated that cluster analysis of SMBG can provide helpful information on glycemic profiles and discriminate graft function from nonfunction in islet recipients. Although recent studies have proposed several tools to evaluate SMBG (4-6,11,12), this study discovered that the SMBG assessment tools had similar patterns in the same clusters, along with similar islet graft function. In this study, SMBG results were clustered by euglycemia, hyperglycemia, hypoglycemia, and glycemic fluctuation, which supports the view that glycemic variability and fluctuation should be accounted for in the evaluation of SMBG. Theoretically, ideal glycemic control subjects provide low scores (blue) in all clusters except for the euglycemia cluster, and the ideal pattern was observed in the patients with full islet graft function. Thus, the SMBG clusters and heatmap were also useful in detecting islet graft functionality. From the patient's perspective, it is beneficial to calculate the SMBG clusters using 3 consecutive days of SMBG results. Even though the patients regained glucose stability after ICT, they did not always have ideal blood glucose levels. Usually, the patients with enough function to achieve insulin independence reduce the number of SMBG assessments, and clinicians cannot follow their blood glucose profiles in detail. However, durations of SMBG as short as 3 days provided enough data for evaluation of glycemic control in this study. In addition, we used an automated data system for collecting SMBG data. This system is important for analyzing SMBG, because it was shown that patient compliance regarding SMBG might be limited (22) .
There are some limitations to our study. We used a relatively small number of participants, and our analysis was entirely retrospective, albeit on prospectively collected data. Additionally, this study used advanced analysis methods for research purposes, which requires a simplified methodology for application to clinical practice. A prospective large-scale study is also needed to show the usefulness of the SMGB clusters.
We analyzed the contribution of the SMBG clusters, as well as patient factors and time points of clinical follow-up, on islet graft function. A multivariate logistic regression model revealed that the euglycemia and hypoglycemia clusters were significant independent variables. The probability of successful graft function obtained from the final logistic model was supported by ROC analysis, which yielded excellent discrimination in predicting islet graft function. The negative predictive value was low, however, implying a high rate of false-negative results. Both prevalence and the ability of the index affect predictive values (23) , so that the uneven prevalence of islet graft function in this study (88.1% functional islet grafts) would be associated with a poor negative predictive value. The probability obtained from the scores of the SMBG clusters might be able to predict islet graft dysfunction; however, further validation is needed because of the small number of subjects in this study.
Interestingly, the SMBG clusters had significant correlations with clinical indexes of islet graft function. This finding suggests that better islet graft function could lead to better glycemic control. We also evaluated the association between the SMBG clusters and the frequency of the measurements, since it was reported that higher frequency was significantly correlated with better metabolic control (24) . In this study, no significant correlations between the SMBG clusters and frequency were observed, which suggests that fully functional islet transplants eliminate the necessity of frequent measurement of blood glucose to maintain excellent glycemic control.
Single-donor ICT does successfully make patients with type 1 diabetes insulin independent (10) . One of the advantages of ICT is the relative ease of repeated transplantation. The SMBG cluster analysis can be used to estimate the timing of additional ICT, providing uninterrupted periods of long-term insulin independence by using retransplantation. The possible causes of graft loss were marginal yield of transplanted islets for the initial three patients (Patients A-C in Supplementary Figs.), which resulted in occasional hyperglycemia and glucotoxicity to transplanted islets (9) , and the toxicity of immunosuppressive drugs such as diabetogenic tacrolimus and antiproliferative sirolimus. We have implemented an improved islet preparation method for higher islet yield and a sirolimus-free immunosuppression protocol to overcome those issues and have had promising results (10). Spearman correlation coefficients are shown. SUITO, secretory unit of islet transplant objects; CP/G, C-peptide-to-glucose ratio; HOMA2b, corrected homeostasis model assessment. *P , 0.001. Figure 3 -ROC curve of probability based on the SMBG clusters for islet graft function. The AUC was 0.927 (95% CI 0.887-0.967, P , 0.001), indicating that SMBG clusters were able to achieve excellent discrimination of islet graft function.
Continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) has recently been developed as an advanced technological version of SMBG. In clinical studies of ICT, it has been reported that CGM could detect graft dysfunction (25) . However, there are major limitations for the clinical use of CGM, particularly decreased accuracy of blood glucose measurements and limited recording time.
In summary, the SMBG cluster analysis provided excellent discrimination of islet graft function and helpful information on glycemic profiles in ICT. A largescale prospective study will reveal the value of cluster analysis of SMGB for assessing islet graft function and predicting the timing for retransplantation of islets.
